
The Girl Next 
Door——Plus NUMBER   3 

ALTHOUGH she hasn’t been smoking Luckies for “nigh on to thirty” years, Dorothy Collins still makes a 

far better tobacco salesman than F. E. Boone of Lexington, Ky.  In one of those happy whims that sometimes 
overtake advertising men, Dorothy was chosen to sing the “Be Happy, Go Lucky” commercials which      

replaced the unmissed tobacco auctioneers.  Since then Dorothy’s beguilingly innocent style has won her a 

top job on the Hit Parade and convinced us that she ranks number three on our list of TV’s top five female      

vocalists. 

 Dorothy’s singing is a perfect union of style and voice.  No twisting of the lyrics, no strange key 

shifts—just simple, unalloyed sugar delivered in a slight unsophisticated voice.  

 Dorothy is about the only practitioner of the sweetness and light game in 

the popular filed.  This    approach stands her in bold contrast to the siren vocal-
ists with their dark suggestion that they are up to no good.  Every good red-

blooded American boy’s thoughts turned wistfully to pleasant ideas of a home in 

the suburbs when Dorothy sang her wholesome way through “Be My Life’s 

Companion.” 

 The vision of Dorothy as the girl next door isn’t to far fetched.  She’s cra-
zy about baseball and horseback riding, in five feet-two, 106 pounds and dim-

pled.  Only thing is, the girl next door never seems to look that pretty or sing that 

well. 

 Dorothy’s landing on the Hit Parade wasn’t as chancy as it sounded.  Be-

fore Raymond Scott          inherited the orchestra leader’s job on the show from 

his deceased brother, Mark Warnow, he had toured the country with a brassy 
swing band.  Dorothy, an aspiring young singer from Canada, was hired by Scott 

to fill in with vocals while the band cooled their instruments.  When Scott recorded a test version of the “Go 

Lucky” commercial, he used Dorothy’s voice.  The sponsor became so enraptured he bought the voice too. 

 Scott gave Dorothy a few chances to sing on the Hit Parade and public response did the rest.          

Incidentally, Dorothy is now Mrs. Scott. 

 Testimony to Dorothy’s hold on the public fancy can be shown by the fact that she’s been singing 

that commercial all over the networks for a couple of years now, yet no one seems to be tiring of her voice.  

Testimony of a different sort is one worshipful admirer’s comment, “She sings as though she believes in the 

lyrics of popular songs.” 
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